
A Sonova brand

Discover  
a solution  
that fits you 
perfectly
Five steps to your most  
personalized hearing solution



Step 1

Discuss your 
experience
Before your FLEX:TRIAL™, you identified specific environments  
where you experience your biggest listening challenges.

During your FLEX:TRIAL, your hearing aids automatically kept 
track of the listening situations where you spent time. And you 
may have used an app to share how you were feeling about 
your hearing aid performance right in the moment.

By taking this evidence into account, we can work together  
to find a seamless fit for your lifestyle.
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By taking your unique 
listening needs and 
experiences into account, 
we’ll work together to  
find a seamless fit for  
your lifestyle.

Because the very best 
hearing solution is a 
personalized one.

1 Discuss your experience

2 Choose technology level

3 Select your perfect style

4 Color it your own

5 Get connected

Five steps to 
your perfect fit

Let’s have a look at your listening lifestyle to see where you spent your time:

%  % % %

Conversation  
in quiet

Conversation  
in a small group

Conversation  
in a crowd

Conversation  
in noise

           

%  % % %

Quiet Noise Music Time spent in the most 
challenging listening 
environments

         



Improve your most challenging listening environments  
with advanced technology 

T Pro – SpeechPro  
Get the best speech understanding and the least background  
noise in challenging environments. A sophisticated dual-part  
system improves conversations by dynamically adjusting to  
emphasize the main speaker from any direction and locate  
exactly where speech is coming from.

Front Side Back

T 800 – SpeechZone™ 2  
Enjoy easier speech understanding in noise with sophisticated technology that  
zones in on the main speaker when they are in front and opens up to the speaker  
beside and behind you.

Front Side Back

T 700 – SpeechZone™  
Hear conversations in noisy environments with advanced technology  
that zones in on the speaker in front. 

Front Side/back

What’s the best match for your listening needs?

Conversation  
in quiet

Conversation in a  
small group

Conversation  
in a crowd

Conversation  
in noise Quiet Noise Music

Situation  
examples

T Pro

T 800

T 700

T 600

T 500
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Dynamic Spatial Awareness

Enhanced localization

Step 2

Choose the best 
technology level
Now that we understand your experiences from your  
FLEX:TRIAL, we can select a technology level that has  
the right performance for your listening lifestyle.



Receiver-in-canal (RIC)

Invisible-in-the-canal (IIC)

Completely-in-the-canal (CIC)

Half shell and canal

Hearing aids shown at actual size 
*Moxi All R, Moxi Fit R and Stride M R add rechargeable technology to Moxi All, Moxi Fit and Stride M hearing aids

Full shell

Moxi™ All R, Moxi Fit R and Stride™ M R* Moxi All and Moxi All R

Moxi family

Stride BTE family All products shown above are part of the Insera™ in-the-ear (ITE) family
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Rechargeable solutions Direct connectivity

Behind-the-ear (BTE)

Step 3

Select your  
perfect style



Step 4

Color it 
your own
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Tan Cocoa

8

Beige (01)* 

Amber (P2)

Amber suede (S2)*

Cinnamon (Q9)

Sand storm (S6)

Espresso boost (S3)Platinum (P6)* 

Pewter shine (S5)* 

Pewter (P7)* 

Espresso (P4)* 

Charcoal (P8)

Circle the  
color for you

Beige Brown Black**

Teal blast (S7)
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4. Remote control 2 5. uStream 6. uTV™ 3 7. uDirect™ 3
Customize your listening  
on the go by discreetly 
adjusting volume and 
switching programs.

Get discreet stereo 
connectivity to wireless 
devices, like mobile 
phones, TVs, tablets 
and uMics with this 
streamer. Plus enjoy 
remote control functions.

Enjoy TV again with 
stereo sound from the TV 
delivered to both hearing 
aids through a streamer. 

Connect to conversations 
through mobile phones, 
uMics and FM receivers 
with this streamer. 
Enjoy stereo-sound 
entertainment from 
tablets, TVs and mobile 
phones. Plus take 
advantage of remote 
control functions. 

8. uMic™ 9. uControl app 10. IIC remote
Hear a companion more 
easily in challenging 
environments by having 
them wear a uMic. Their 
voice is then transmitted 
to the hearing aids 
through a streamer. 

Use your Apple or Android 
smartphone to easily 
control hearing aid settings 
through a streamer. The 
app also has a My Ratings 
feature for you to rate your 
hearing aid performance.

Easily adjust volume or 
switch between programs 
of 10A omni custom 
hearing aids using a 
tiny magnetic remote. 

1. Rechargeable kit
Easily convert any Moxi All, 
Moxi Fit or Stride M into  
a rechargeable solution 
that includes this charging 
base.

2. TV Connector
Makes it simple to hear 
your favorite programs 
by wirelessly connecting 
your Moxi All hearing aids 
to your TV. Just plug it in, 
press one button and 
you’re all set to enjoy.

3. Remote Plus app*

Use your Apple or  
Android smartphone as 
a remote control for your 
Moxi All hearing aids. The 
app also has a My Ratings 
feature for you to rate your 
hearing aid performance.

*The Remote Plus app for Moxi All works on Apple smartphones  
with iOS 10.2 or newer and Android smartphones with version 6 or newer

Step 5

Connect to 
accessories



At Unitron, we care deeply about people with hearing loss. We work closely with hearing 
healthcare professionals to provide hearing solutions that improve lives in meaningful ways. 
Because hearing matters. 
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What’s next on your hearing journey

Discuss your needs

Try at home

Come in for a follow-up assessment

Personalize your solution

Come in for your final fitting on:

Stay in touch

Notes:


